
PHYS 48Z Spring 2015 Homework Assignment No:2, due Feb 25’th.

Whenever the product symbol ? is omitted it is only done for clarity of notation.

1. Given a fixed point O in a plane, a binary operation is defined as follows: A ?B shall be the foot of the perpendicular
from O to AB when A 6= B, and A ? A = A. Show that no identity point exists. Can you make a similar example on
the surface of a sphere where point O is taken as the north pole.

2. On associativity and the multiplication table. We have seen that the multiplication table of a group is a Latin square.
That is every element occurs in every row and column once and only once. Surely many a table can be constructed
that satisfy this property, but they are not necessarily groups since Latin square property does not ensure associativity.
To check if a Latin square is a group one must check all the possible relations between three elements and demand

a ? (b ? c) = (a ? b) ? c

Assume that in a multiplication table we adopt the convention that we read row first and column second meaning that
if the head element in the row is u and the head element in the column is v the intersection in the table reads u ? v.

Suppose we select two arbitrary elements r and s of a group such that the column containing r and the row containing
s intersect in the table where the identity e appears. Surely the column containing r is headed by some element, say
y. Also the row containing r is headed by some element, say u. Similarly for s the column containing it is headed by
say x and the row containing it is headed by say v. So we have the following situation,

x y

...
...

u · · · u ? x · · · r · · ·
...

...
v · · · s · · · e · · ·

...
...

Show that in the table above associativity demands that u ? x = r ? s. This is useful in assessing the associativity of a
product table.

3. Using the group multiplication technique find all possible structures when the cardinality nG of a group G is 4.

4. Assume we are given that there are elements in a set with a binary operation satisfying r5 = a2 = e and ar3 = ra.
Show that there can be no group with these properties.

5. Show that if xy2 = y3x one has xy 6= yx.

6. Show that if a2 = b2 = (ab)2 = e one has ab = ba.

7. Show that if p3 = e and pxp−1 = x2 one has x7 = e.

8. Consider the function f(x) = (2x + 5)/(3x− 2) what is it’s period under function composition. The identity function
i(x) = x.

9. Repeat for the function f(x) = 1− 1/x.

10. Prove that in a group the number of elements with period p ≥ 3 is always even. Hint: What is the period of x−1 if the
period of x is p?

11. Prove that if every element of a group is of period 2 then it is necessarily an abelian group (where all elements commute).

12. Prove that every group of even number of elements must contain at least one element of period 2.

13. Prove that a cyclic group of even number of elements must contain exactly one element of period 2.

14. If y is an element of period k, and if x is any other element of the group, prove that x−1yx and xyx−1 also have period
k.

15. Prove that any subgroup of a cyclic group is also cyclic.

16. Prove that if a group of order nG has an element of period nG, then it is necessarily the cyclic group CnG
.
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